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The Rough Guide to Malta & Gozo 1 (Rough Guide Mini Guides) [Victor Paul Borg] on blog.quintoapp.com *FREE*
shipping on qualifying offers. INTRODUCTION Mention Malta and the images that spring to mind the Knights of St John,
the Maltese Falcon.

Juliet Rix It starts as soon as the ferry pulls away from the quay. Heading out from the bustle of the main
island of Malta into the shimmering blue waters of the Gozo Channel, the Mediterranean sun warm on your
skin, tensions just ebb away. Sliding past the tiny island of Comino, its solitary defensive tower giving a
gentle thumbs up, the pretty little port of Mgarr is already in sight. Gozo is rural in a way Malta no longer is.
Terraced flat-top hills punctuate fertile valleys, mosaics of tiny fields surrounded by dry-stone walls. Take
your time In Gozo everyone seems to have time. Time to chat in the shade of an oleander tree or the oversized
Parish church that dominates every village square. Gozitans make time for visitors too. Ask the way, and you
may find yourself accompanied rather than told. Which is one reason the likes of Gary Neville and Billy
Connolly escape here. He comes here to eat at the peaceful little fish restaurant that sits at the head of this
steep-sided rocky creek from March to November. A narrow path, flanked by sweet-smelling wild fennel and
rich aromatic thyme, winds up the rock above clear waters. The sea here is perfect for swimming, snorkelling
and diving, protected from the prevailing northwesterly winds. Until recently it was truly off the beaten track,
but Mgarr Ix-Xini has just landed on the map as the place where Angelina Jolie and Brad Pitt filmed their
latest movie, By the Sea. Get salty Gozo has been feeding a human population for years. In fact, it may have
been the first place in Malta to be settled, with farmers arriving by sea from Sicily just 90km to the north.
Evidence of this can be seen on the stretch of coast just west of the little resort of Marsalforn. Scooped out
cliffs of smooth golden sandstone, like desert dunes, form the backdrop to chequer-boards of seaside salt pans.
Go back in time By the middle of the fourth millennium BC â€” before the creation of Stonehenge or the
Great Pyramids â€” people on Gozo were building sophisticated stone temples, with monumental facades,
semi-circular rooms, plastered walls and carved decoration. Constructed of limestone blocks up to fifty tonnes
in weight, it is little wonder that locals long-believed the temples were built by giants. Instead, laze in the
Mediterranean sun on the deck of the Gozo Ferry â€” that precious 25 minutes feels like a crucial final burst of
GMT to fortify you for a return to the twenty-first century. Malta International Airport is just a 45 minute
drive or 1hr 15mins by bus from the Gozo Ferry and nowhere on Gozo is more than half an hour from the port.
Chapter 2 : Malta and Gozo. Rough Guide Directions by Victor Paul Borg
Embrace beach life. Malta gets ferociously hot in high summer when everyone and their zija (auntie) heads to the
nearest beach. The picture-postcard option is The Blue Lagoon, a shimmering expanse of turquoise water surrounding
tiny Comino islet, between Malta and Gozo.
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Find helpful customer reviews and review ratings for The Rough Guide to Malta & Gozo 1 (Rough Guide Mini Guides) at
blog.quintoapp.com Read honest and unbiased product reviews from our users.
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Get salty. Gozo has been feeding a human population for years. In fact, it may have been the first place in Malta to be
settled, with farmers arriving by sea from Sicily just 90km to the north.
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Book Summary: If you're likely to the trip offer something for a healthy and many elements. Malta this book of these
places or just north west. Gozo is only three of rule much these places to use format.

Chapter 6 : The rough guide to Malta and Gozo (Book, ) [blog.quintoapp.com]
Whether you plan to explore Malta's record number of World Heritage Sites, relax on the burnished sands of Gozo's
Ramla Bay or swim in the crystal-clear waters of the Blue Lagoon on tiny Comino, Pocket Rough Guide Malta and Gozo
will show you the ideal places to sleep, eat, drink, shop and visit along the way
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Rough Guides' "Malta & Gozo" is a very handy guidebook. Although it is only pages and pretty light, it is packed with
information. The thing that I like most about this book is that it contains detailed maps of all three Islands, Malta, Gozo
and Comino, in addition to numerous city maps and plenty of both colour and black and white photos.
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This guide to Malta and Gozo features entertaining and informative accounts of all sights, from the fortified towns of
Valleta and Midina to ancient and neolithic temples.
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